Perspectives on optimizing radiotherapy dose to the dysphagia/aspiration-related structures for patients with head and neck cancer.
The purpose of this study is to provide an overview on the methodologies, outcomes and clinical implications of studies that have investigated swallowing outcomes after head and neck cancer (HNC) treatment when reducing radiotherapy dose to specific dysphagia/aspiration-related structures (DARS). Overall, there is limited recent evidence, with a lack of high-quality studies, which examine the outcomes of DARS-optimized radiotherapy treatment. Large variations exist in the methodology of these studies in regards to which DARS are delineated and how swallowing outcomes are measured. Consequently, there is a wide range of dose limits recommended to a variety of DARS structures. Despite these limitations, there appears to be a general consensus that optimizing dose to the DARS will result in some reduction of dysphagia after radiotherapy without compromising on treatment to the tumour. More rigorous study must be completed to determine the true extent of clinical benefit from this practice. Institutions must take into consideration the limitations of the evidence as well as logistical costs of implementing this technique into practice. However, optimizing dose to the DARS appears to be a well-tolerated practice that may have substantial positive benefits for patients' swallowing function and quality of life after HNC treatment.